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In Their Eyes, We See Hope



CCNP BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS
• Stephanie Lomibao-Parra
   Board President

• Clemente Franco
   Board Vice President

• Parker Anderson
   Board Secretary 

• Eric Smith
   Board Treasurer 

• Kameron Green
   Board Member

• Joe Guzman
   Board Member

• Jackie Jones
   Board Member

• Bea Stotzer
   Board Member

• Ana Gabriela Tapia
   Board Member

TEAM CCNP

“ Thank you to those 
who have made all this 
possible, from their 
purest hearts. We have 
no way of paying back 
all of the help that is 
granted.”

SUPPORT TEAM 
• Diana Alfaro
• Enda Aquije
• Ana Baires
• Jessica Castro
• Jessica Cervantes
• Wendy Chavez
• Cuauhtémoc Cibrian 
• Jonathan Donis 
• Alejandro Duran
• Hector Escobar
• Steve Espiritu
• Evelyn Estrella
• Paola Flores
• Elizabeth Guerrero
• Juan Hernandez
• Omar Landaverde
• Diana Lopez
• Irma Martinez
• Maria del Carmen Martinez
• Sean McDonnell
• Cristian Mendez
• Diana Molina
• Jeffrey Montiel Fuentes
• Etel Monzon
• Yenni Nolasco
• Leslie Ortega
• Edwin Ortiz
• Daniel Ozorio
• Mayra Pena 
• Sonia Peniche 
• Crystel Perez-Galindo 
• Jose Ramirez
• Mauricio Rivas 
• Anai Rodas
• Hazel Rodriguez 
• Mayerling Rodriguez 
• Yahir Rodriguez
• Sandra Sanchez 
• Maria Noemy Solis
• Betzabe Sparrowe 
• Yolanda Trujillo
• Luis Valdovinos 
• Kimberly Zapata 
• Julian Zepeda

EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP
• Margarita Alvarez Gomez, Executive Director 
• Lizette Arzola, Associate Director
• Jorge Alvarez, Finance Manager

LEADERSHIP TEAM
• Sandra Argueta-Bonneville
• Angelina Diaz
• Priscilla Martinez
• Celene Rodriguez
• Laura Zapata
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At CCNP, we are family.  
We are a group of individuals who come 
together every day to help build unity in our 
community. CCNP is more than a community 
center, for many families we serve, we are their 
second home. For us, the service is bidirectional 
because the effort we make to better our 
communities manages to better us as individuals.



INTRODUCTION
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CCNP MISSION 
To advance economic opportunities 
of low-income families by fostering 
partnerships and supporting positive 
community change.

CCNP VISION
All youth are healthy, ready to 
succeed academically, and have 
financially secure families living in 
thriving communities.

For over 20 years, CCNP has been a beacon of hope, a safe-haven and second 

home to a community that is one of the most economically depressed, densely 

populated, pandemic stricken and underserved within the city of Los Angeles, 

offering an integrated approach of financial capability and social services, building 

strategies in efforts to reduce inequality and the racial wealth gap. 

Despite the challenges faced, this intergenerational, culturally diverse community is vibrant, resilient, 

resourceful — and from July 2020 — June 2021, tens of thousands of households reached out 

to CCNP for support. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, CCNP remained open and available 

to the community and CCNP’s team of dedicated employees, promotoras, interns, and volunteers 

were steadfast in ensuring that the community had access to the essential services, financial security 

programs, youth services, and vital community health and safety information. 

CCNP’s 2020-2021 annual report is dedicated to the Westlake/Pico-Union communities, as a 

tribute to the hope and resilience we saw in their eyes as we collectively held each other up during 

the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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COMMUNITY DEMOGRAPHICS

MALE FEMALE

AGE DISTRIBUTIONRACE/ETHNICITY

34% 66%

93%

4% 1%2%

18 – 54
55+

0 – 17

Asian

Black/African American
White

Hispanic/Latinx

64%

16% 20%
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CCNP’S OVERALL IMPACT

$2,431,066
Financial Stability

$3,648,323
Volunteer Income  

Tax Assistance

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD SIZE: 4
Yearly Income for CCNP Customers: $17,273

Median CD 1 (Westlake) Income: $39,290

$10,050,470
2020 - 2021

$3,502,003
Emergency Assistance

$469,078
Essential Services
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“ Instituciones como ustedes son las que permiten 
que nuestra comunidad siga avanzando, por ser 
los mediadores, muchas gracias!” 

“ Institutions like yours are what makes our 
community keep moving forward, you guys are 
the mediators, thank you so much.”

This card is going to help pay the 
electricity, phone and gas bills. 
It’s also going to help me with the 
market. Thank you so much.”

In July 2020, with the majority of the Country shutdown and the pandemic worsening, CCNP 
remained a steadfast partner in the community, continuing to provide services that gave families 
hope. CCNP remained committed to our core mission and vision, while adapting to the ever 
changing landscape of the COVID-19 pandemic. From July 2020 – June 2021, CCNP’s team 
directly assisted community members with accessing emergency assistance funding through multiple 
partners, helping individuals and families access over $3.5 million dollars in emergency funding. 

A special thank you to partners who collaborated to give $3.5 million dollars to the families  
most in need:

• City of Los Angeles, Office of Mayor Garcetti
•  City of Los Angeles, Housing and Community  

Investment Department
• City of Los Angeles, Office of Councilmember Gil Cedillo
• Office of Assemblymember Miguel Santiago
• Local Initiatives Support Corporation

CCNP’S COVID-19 RESPONSE CCNP’S COVID-19 RESPONSE

• Wells Fargo
• MetLife
• The Change Reaction
• One Family LA

ACCESS TO EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE



“ Before today, we were not 
vaccinated because it was difficult 
obtaining an appointment.”

“ I got the vaccine for my health, my family 
and to not infect others, especially my 
family and all those around me.”
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CCNP in collaboration with multiple partners took steps to ensure the community had equitable 
access to up to date COVID-19 information and health resources including COVID-19 testing and 
vaccines. In late March 2021, a CCNP participant said she would get vaccinated if CCNP hosted a 
vaccine event. In response, in April 2021, CCNP coordinated an inaugural COVID-19 vaccination 
event setting in a motion a series of testing and vaccine events to meet the needs of the community.

A special thank you to partners who collaborated to ensure health care access:

• Cedars Sinai
• City of Los Angeles, Office of Mayor Garcetti
•  City of Los Angeles, Housing and Community  

Investment Department
• City of Los Angeles, Office of Councilmember Gil Cedillo
• Office of CA Senator Maria Elena Durazo
• Community Partners
• California Department of Social Services
• California Community Foundation

CCNP’S COVID-19 RESPONSE

•  Los Angeles County, 
Department of Health Services

• AltaMed
• Clinica Romero
• CORE
• 986 Pharmacy
• Anthem Blue Cross
• Blue Shield Foundation

ACCESS TO HEALTH RESOURCES



With continued safety restrictions in place, CCNP activated 

our unique outside space to provide critical information and 

resources events including census awareness, education, 

health, and safety resources in a safe and dynamic manner.
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CCNP’S COVID-19 RESPONSE
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“ I got vaccinated to protect ourselves from 
COVID-19. I believe this is a way to end 
this pandemic. I hope that everyone gets 
vaccinated because I believe that with this 
vaccine, we will be able to move forward!”

CCNP’S COVID-19 RESPONSE

COVID-19 Resource Navigation 
and Vaccine Linkages for

570+
Community Members

$3.5 MILLION
Distributed in COVID-19 

Related Emergency Assistance

 COVID-19 Outreach 
and Engagement with 

12,000+
Community Members
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Since 2016, CCNP has responded to 

food insecurity through the distribution 

of healthy food items to the Westlake/

Pico-Union and surrounding communities. 

The COVID-19 pandemic caused an exponential 

increase in the number of households in need of 

this essential service. In response and with the 

support of key partners, including the Los Angeles 

Regional Food Bank, CCNP expanded the 

Food Security Program to meet the needs of the 

community, to include grocery food distribution, 

pop-up food distribution, hot meal delivery, and 

grab-and-go lunches - providing this essential 

service 52 weeks of the year. 

During the height of the pandemic, with many of 

the grocery stores running out of food, a DASH 

operator hastily stopped her bus that’s full of 

passengers. Concerned that she would not be 

able to purchase groceries, the DASH operator 

asked if she and her passengers could receive 

assistance. With a mask and a smile, CCNP 

helped everyone with the groceries they needed 

to help them through the week.

“ Wow. I can’t believe all the 
food that you are giving out. 
Thank you so much. This 
really helps in these times.” 

“ I walk over 5 miles 
to receive free food. 
I suffer from an 
illness that makes 
me sleep a lot and 
lose my memory, 
but one thing I don’t 
forget is that this 
place always gives 
me free food.”

EQUAL ACCESS TO ESSENTIAL SERVICES



“ Con esta pandemia no pensaba estar en esta 
situación. Muchas gracias por su ayuda. Personas 
como ustedes hoy en dia casi no existen.  
Les agradecemos de todo corazón a CCNP.”  

“ With this pandemic, I didn’t think I would be in this 
situation. Thank you so much for your help. People 
like you hardly exist nowadays. We appreciate 
CCNP with all our heart.”

“ Es bello saber que existen personas 
como ustedes sin prejuicios raciales. 
Gracias a todos ustedes lo que hacen 
posible este tipo de ayuda.”

“ It is beautiful to know that people like 
you exist and have no racial prejudice. 
Thank you to everyone who makes this 
type of help possible.”
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676,251+ LBS 

Of Food Distributed

69,000+ 

People participated in CCNP’s 
Food Security Program

$446,860+ 
Value of Food
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EQUAL ACCESS TO  
ESSENTIAL SERVICES

Because of COVID-19, I had to 
stop working and take care of 
my 13-year-old daughter with 
her school and her epileptic 
seizures. Without work, I was 
desperate not knowing how I 
was going to pay the bills and 
the rent. I did not know how to 
apply for unemployment and 
felt stressed and sad. 

Someone mentioned CCNP to 
me. Thanks to their services, 
they helped me apply for 
unemployment and pay my 
past due LADWP bill. Thank 
God for CCNP! They have 
helped me with their services, 
and my family and I are now 
moving forward. 

Thank you so much!”

CCNP assisted 215 community members with pubic 

benefit applications, including health insurance, 

CalFresh, CalWorks, Unemployment, utility discount 

programs, and other life-enhancing services, 

resulting in over $600,000 in increased income.

Experiencing food insecurity, Blanca 
went to the DPSS office to apply for 
CalFresh to increase her budget for 
food purchases. Upon arriving, she 
found the office closed and began to 
lose hope. A woman passing by saw her 
crying and after learning her concern, 
recommended CCNP and walked with 
her to the CCNP offices. That afternoon, 
Blanca was enrolled at CCNP and with personalized support completed 
her CalFresh application that was approved shortly thereafter. 

Thank you for taking the time to provide 
me with a generous donation of business 
formal interview clothing. These new items 
help me by providing me the essential 
wardrobe items needed for job interviews! 
As a recent graduate of a Career Work 
Medical program this clothing donation 
is valuable step in my entering the non-
clinical medical field. With these beautiful 
Banana Republic pieces, I feel confident 

and prepared for an interview, and an eventual position which will 
help lift my family out of poverty. Like so many people, our family has 
been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, and the social isolation 
is especially hard on our school-age children. Receiving these items in 
a timely fashion has helped greatly, and saved me a trip to the mall, 
or shopping online, both of which I can’t afford at this time. Thank 
you again, and all the best in the coming year to you and Central 
City Neighborhood Partners. – Laura B. 



“ I try to never miss an event as 
I really need the diapers and 
it helps me save money. It is 
good to know places like CCNP 
are open to help us during the 
pandemic.” – Karla

Prior to attending CCNP’s monthly diaper distribution, 

parents often were forced to choose between food for 

their child or diapers. Through a long-standing partnership with 

Baby2Baby, CCNP distributes diapers to 200 families each month, 

helping ensure that children have the resources they need to remain 

healthy and families can expand their budget.

EQUAL ACCESS TO  
ESSENTIAL SERVICES

EQUAL ACCESS TO  
ESSENTIAL SERVICES

“ We’ve been receiving 
diapers from CCNP for 
our smallest child and 
it has been a really big 
help. I borrow a car just 
to make sure I can make 
it to pick up the diapers 
monthly.”

“ I felt relieved after 
receiving assistance 
because my anxieties 
about getting kicked out 
were overwhelming. I now 
have confidence that things 
will be okay. I am happy 
to have come here to this 
program and to CCNP.”
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70,896 
DIAPERS DISTRIBUTED

$22,000+ 
VALUE OF DIAPERS



“ I want to thank CCNP for all 
the help they have provided 
for me and my son with food 
and after school programs. 
Right now I am getting help 
to get my GED and attend a 
trade school. I want to thank 
all staff that take the time to 
help you with whatever you 
need.” – Terrie 
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“ I didn’t even have a credit score, and with the help of CCNP, I 
opened my credit and little by little my score increased. I now 
have a FICO-9 score of 714 and am now motivating my oldest 
daughter. I thank you for the help, CCNP.”
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During the 2020-2021 program year, over 

400 individuals participated in CCNP Financial 

Empowerment programs. 

•  45 underbanked and unbanked CCNP participants 

opened bank accounts

• 30 participants increased their savings

• 35 increased their overall financial well-being

CCNP is committed to uplifting individuals and families 
through equal access to financial security services. 
Integrated in all aspects of CCNP programming, financial 

education and coaching are essential in ensuring all 

community members have the opportunity to increase their 

financial stability. CCNP incorporates financial coaching, 

career coaching, income supports, and VITA tax preparation 

services in efforts to increase participants’ income and 

overall financial and housing well-being. With a focus on 

developing positive saving behaviors and developing credit 

as an asset, CCNP participants are empowered to take the 

next step towards their short and long-term financial goals. 

ENSURING FINANCIAL SECURITY ENSURING FINANCIAL SECURITY
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ENSURING FINANCIAL SECURITY

Berarda, a micro business owner, reached out to 
CCNP after her husband fell ill and was no longer 
able to work. Always able to sustain their household, 
Berarda was not prepared for life during the 
pandemic. Through support from the CCNP Intensive 
Services team, Berarda set financial and educational 
goals, enrolled in online English and GED classes, 
and applied for emergency assistance to help get 
her through the challenging times. The assistance she 
received motivated her to take the next step on her 
financial journey and she opened her first savings 
account! Her inner confidence grew and she is now 
able to take care of her husband and her two children. 

With limited digital literacy skills and no access 
to a computer or internet, Maria came to CCNP 
seeking assistance with her unemployment account 
recertification. She had gone to a different business 
and was charged $50 every time they assisted her. 
Struggling to pay rent and put food on the table, 
Maria learned about the financial stability and 
essential services offered by CCNP. With the help of a 
CCNP financial coach, Maria was able to complete the 
unemployment recertification and received more than 
$9,000 in unemployment benefits.

“ Muchas bendiciones y gracias por apreciar a todas 
las personas sin distinguir a nadie.” 

“ Many blessings and thank you for valuing all 
people and not differentiating anyone.”



“ Muchas gracias por el apoyo, 
CCNP. Por apoyar a la raza 
más marginada, inmigrantes y 
de más, y en especial en esta 
loca pandemia.” – Rafael

“ Thank you for all you do. You 
took the time to explain things 
to me and ensure I obtained 
the correct refund. You have 
no idea how much this money 
will help me. I will be coming 
back next year for my taxes.” 
– Reina
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CCNP helped over 1,800 low-income households 

complete their tax returns putting over 

$3.6 million 

directly back into vulnerable households.

Thank you for the support CCNP. 

For helping those who are most 

marginalized, immigrants and others, 

especially in this crazy pandemic.

ENSURING FINANCIAL SECURITY
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“ I want to give thanks to the 
help that CCNP is always 
giving me, I appreciate it. 
You are always willing to 
help, and thank you for 
taking the time to help me 
every time I need it.”  
– Liceth 

ENSURING FINANCIAL SECURITY

81 CCNP participants were supported with linkages 

to employment opportunities during this year, 

including 70 youth who received paid internships 

through partnerships with the City of Los Angeles 

YouthSource Centers. With many parents unemployed, 

youth ages 14 – 24, came to CCNP seeking opportunities 

to earn money to help support the needs of the household. 

When possible, the youth received a paid internship, hosted by 

CCNP that introduced them to new skills and career pathways 

including community outreach and engagement, support, tax 

services, food handling, and social media. 

$271,618 
increased income through 
employment opportunities.

Three years ago as a senior in 
high school, Jovanee began 
working with a CCNP financial 
coach to increase his financial 
literacy and work towards 
financial goals. While in college, 
he has continued to meet 
regularly with his CCNP financial 
coach, and has worked diligently 
to move from invisible credit to having a credit score over 
750! Jovanee is motivated and excited to continue to work 
towards a more financially stable future. 



“ Ustedes son personas que servirán 
de ejemplo en un futuro para 
nuestros hijos. Ya que en momentos 
difíciles han tenido una mano amiga 
a la comunidad.” 

“ CCNP has people that serve as an 
example to our children. In hard 
times, they always extended a 
friendly hand to the community.”
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EMPOWERING 
TOMORROW’S LEADERS 
AND SUPPORTING 
ACADEMIC SUCCESS

The “COVID school year” will not be easily 

forgotten, and CCNP is inspired by the tenacity 

of the youth from Westlake/Pico Union and 

surrounding communities. Their “can-do” spirit, 

innovation, and their resilience helped motivate CCNP to 

do more, think bigger, and create a virtual space that could 

support the needs of youth participants. 139 youth made strides 

towards academic achievement goals, including 23 seniors, 

many who were admitted into college. 

“ CCNP has had an impact on my 
life. I was able to receive good 
work experience and amazing job 
opportunities that helped me and 
my family while also helping out the 
community. When you enter CCNP, 
it’s like CCNP gives you a welcoming 
hug. The community they have and 
their staff makes you feel included 
and heard.” – Lizbeth, California State 
University, Sacramento

“ CCNP has impacted my life for the 
better, I am very grateful for this 
learning experience and being 
able to help the community in ways 
that matter. Throughout my time 
here I have met so many amazing 
hardworking people, all who I 
consider role models.”

  – Kimberly Z., University of 
California, Davis

“ I could say CCNP has helped 
me guide myself to where I am 
today. I have ventured out to other 
organizations because of the skills 
and habits I’ve built during my time 
with CCNP. Through my experiences 
here I learned to not limit myself.”  
– Neri A., Boston University
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CCNP IMPACT: SOCIAL MEDIA

2,041
SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

604,956 
TOTAL IMPRESSIONS



SPECIAL EVENTS 
With joy and enthusiasm, CCNP offers 
special events annually, including the 
Women’s Wellness Conference, the Financial 
Wellness Conference, Mother’s Day 
Celebration, Back-to-School Celebration, 
October Health month, and several others. 
With the pandemic in full swing, CCNP 
continued this tradition, providing safe 
interactions for the whole community. 
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OCTOBER 2020 HEALTH MONTH:

375+ Flu Shots &
50+ Ultrasounds
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“ Queremos que sepan que lo que 
aporten, no importa la cantidad,  
en verdad será agradecido. Muchas 
gracias por tan solo considerar a  
las familias que lo necesitan.”  
– Angelica 

“ For me I wouldn’t want the 
conferences to end, they are 
great. Thank you to everyone.” 
– Efrain, Financial Wellness 
Conference 2020

“ I feel like I have been given so 
much… Being thought of for the 
Mother’s day event felt like a 
blessing.” – Onoria, Mother’s Day 
Celebration 2021 

“ We all have rights and have to 
uplift our voices and not stay 
quiet. We are capable of reaching 
our dreams.” – Martha, Women’s 
Wellness Conference 2021
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CCNP’S SPONSORS & PARTNERS 

OUR PARTNERS 
Alliance for Economic Inclusion (AEI)
Archdiocesan Youth Employment (AYE)
BankOn
CARECEN 
Casa de la Cultura Maya
Clinica Monsenor Oscar Romero
Community Career Development
Community Partners
County of Los Angeles
East L.A. Women’s Center
El Centro del Pueblo
John Muir Charter Schools - GEM Academy
Haven Neighborhood Services
Inner City Law Center
Innovate Schools
Ketchum-Downtown YMCA
LAPD Rampart
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles City College
Los Angeles Promise Zone
Los Angeles Unified School District
Consulate General of Mexico in Los Angeles
New Economics for Women (NEW)
Pacific Asian Consortium in Employment (PACE)
Peace Over Violence
Safe Parking, Los Angeles
Search to Involve Pilipino Americans (SIPA)
Sunrise Community Counseling
UCLA Community Based Learning 
Volunteers of America - GRYD
EWDD – Business Source
EWDD – WorkSource
EWDD – Youth SourceSafe

KEY GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
City of Los Angeles, Office of Mayor Garcetti
Councilmember Gil Cedillo, City of Los Angeles, 
  Council District 1
Los Angeles County Supervisor Hilda Solis, 1st District
Assemblymember Miguel Santiago, District 53
State Senator Maria Elena Durazo, Senate District 24
U.S. Congressman Jimmy Gomez, 34th District

OUR SPONSORS 
Altamed
Anthem Blue Cross
Anthem Foundation
Baby2Baby
Bank of America
Blue Shield
Broadway Federal Bank
California Office of Traffic Safety
California Community Foundation
California Department of Social Services
Capital One
Cedar Sinai Medical Center
Citi
Citi Foundation
City of Los Angeles, Housing and Community Investment 
Department
Community Partners
Delivering Good
Department of Public Social Services – Toy Loan Program
Empower LA
Golden State Opportunity
Koreatown Youth + Community Center (KYCC)
LA Care
Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)
Los Angeles County, Department of Health Services
Los Angeles Department of Transportation
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Los Angeles Regional Food Bank
Pacific City Bank
Sempra Energy
Shelter Partnership
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
Triumph Properties Group
United Way of Greater Los Angeles
Westlake North Neighborhood Council
Westlake South Neighborhood Council
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TEAM CCNP

• Carmela Jimenez
• Elba Medina
• Loudres Mendoza
• Patricia Ortega
• Maria Osorio
• Petronila Paxtor
• Silvia Ramirez
• Ariadna Resendiz
• Maria Santiago
• Susana Tagle
• Elena Tomas

• Adrian Ortega
• Adriana Gonzalez
• Ahmad Mizban
• Alejandra Huerta
• Alex Perez
• Alex Zapata
• Alexander Aviles
• Alexis Medina
• Amairany Morales
• America Gonzalez
• Ana Baires
• Ana Sanchez
• Andy Valdez
• Angela Lara Resendiz
• Ashley Xuncax
• Astrid Ruiz
• Axel Pineda
• Berfilio Enriquez
• Brayan Salvador
• Brenda Albarran 
• Brittany De Leon
• Camila Munoz
• Christopher Lopez
• Cristian Velasquez
• Dandy Nguyen

• Daniela Mazariegos
• Dianna Escalante
• Do Kyung Yun
• Edwin Ortiz
• Eliezer Zacarias
• Elizabeth Rabanales
• Ellen Escun
• Emely Garcia
• Eric Hernandez
• Fatima Avelica
• Fausto Martinez
• Fernando Flores
• Floridalma Ajpacaja
• Germy Gomez
• Gladys Angeles
• Guadalupe Sosa
   Hernandez
• Hector Mancera
• Janel Blessing
• Jaylene Perdomo
• Jeffrey Montiel 
• Jennifer Hernandez
• Jennifer Samayoa
• Joanna Regules
• Jose Figueroa

• Juan Hernandez
• Karen Arredondo
• Karen Vasquez
• Karina Gomez
• Karina Tecum
• Katherine Aviles
• Kimberly Espinoza
• Kimberly Regules
• Kimberly Silva
• Leah Jimenez
• Leslie Castillo
• Lizbeth Villareal
• Lizette Flores
• Luis Gonzalez
• Marcos Pineda
• Maria Mendez Carrasco
• Mariano Mendez Carrasco
• Mayerling Rodriguez
• Melvin Hernandez
• Nishat Bushra
• Nora Perez
• Olga Gorbunkova
• Olimpia Coss
• Omar Gutierrez
• Paola Sanchez Flores

• Rebekah Song
• Ricardo Romero
• Ronnie
• Roxana Hernandez
• Sandra Sanchez
• Sebastian Barajas
• Shelby Rojas
• Shirley De La Cruz
• Shirley Ruiz
• Silvia Coss
• Sindy Paiz
• Stephanie Contreras
• Tania Lopez
• Vanessa Cama
• Victor Hernandez
• Victor Ochoategui
• Wendy Chavez
• Yadira Cobon-Lopez
• Yahir Rodriguez
• Yenni Nolasco
• Yoni Tuells
• Zalaya Davis
• Zarion Davis

PROMOTORAS 

• Elisabeth Benitez
• Dalia Cardenas
• Betzabe Corrales
• Genoveva Cortes
• Silvia Coss
• Sonia Curiel
• Maria Elena Garcia
• Maria Guerrero
• Karina Huerta
• Patricia Jimenez

VOLUNTEERS AND INTERNS



To learn more about CCNP, please reach out to us via phone, email, or through social media.

(213) 482-8618 | info@laccnp.org | www.laccnp.org

Contribute to our Mission and Vision: laccnp.networkforgood.com

@CentralCityNeighborhoodPartners @laccnp @laccnp | @ccnpyouth


